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Moon sign of Mr. “X” is Aquarius and the lord of sign is Saturn .In his horoscope Moon is in the constellation of Rahu.The impact of these two

planets make him introvert and he finds it difficult to express his feelings in the right manner hence he is often misunderstood.

Mr. “X”'s, ascendant is Gemini, which is an airy sign and most of the planets are also posited in the airy signs. He is an easy going person and

manipulates his rules and principles according to the need. Gemini is a dual sign and many a times he doesn't stick to his policies resulting in

misunderstandings and many other problems.

Placement of debilitated Sun in the fifth house wants fewer children. Sun doesn't want too much subordination also. This combination of

Sun, Venus & Mercury in fifth houses ensures difference of opinion not only with the spouse but children also. You need to be very careful in

appreciating the mood of the spouse who may be reluctant to follow your ideology or modus operemdi in certain matters. In the

movements when you are blunt in speech or making negligent statements you may not be in a position to handle the situation and impact

of the behavior, you left in the environment. Use of harsh words may affect adversely in such moments. Otherwise you are very polite and

anticipate the problems quite in advance. Persons of Gemini ascendant have a strong

reasoning and well calculated attempts for a successful life. Very often timing of events fall exactly in the period you are anticipating.

Mrs. “X”'s ascendant is Libra. This is also an airy sign .Libra represents balance, so, she also prefers balance. Secondly, the position of planets

in her horoscope is almost equally distributed in earthy, watery and fiery signs. She sometimes tries to be bossy and wants to handle things

according to her wishes. She has a little fluctuation in her thoughts, act randomly and makes the situation odd for herself.

Mrs. Sukhjeet's Moon sign is Libra and the lord of the sign lord is Venus. In her horoscope Moon is in the constellation of Mars. She is lively

and wants that feelings should be expressed sentimentally.

It should be understood that our nature is governed by our Moon sign. In the wedlock understanding each other is very important and if it is

in the light of Astrology, it can be of great help in maintaining marital harmony.

Mrs. “X” wants to listen, what her husband feels whether it is love or appreciation of a dress. Mr.”X” should honor her desire and should

understand that it is not always possible for others to understand what he has in his mind. He should check the feelings of solitude and

loneliness that often dominates him and he feels depressed.

Mr. “X” has strong feelings but is always short of words or the energy needed to express the feelings. Instead of getting annoyed, she should

lend a helping hand to break this limitation of her husband.

Both of them should try to maintain a balance in their behavior. They should check to blame each other on petty issues as this blaming is one

of the major reasons of disharmony.

Analysis of house of marriage and lord of marriage and matching:

Position of Mars in one's horoscope decides whether one is Manglic or not. Manglik means possessing energy of Mars.

In Vedic match making, it is suggested that a Manglic should be married to a Manglic only to counter balance this energy.

Here, Mr. “X” is not Manglik (from ascendant) whereas Mrs. “X” is Manglik, hence Manglik Dosha is present in this match making. Moreover,

in Mrs. “X”'s horoscope Mars is in his exaltation sign, exerting more energy.

It cannot be denied that a major Dosha is present but understanding this important astrological fact can help them psychologically.

At the time of dispute or clash, if even one of them (especially Mr. “X”) keeps in mind that it is actually the impact of fiery Mars who provokes

them both. This acceptance can help them avoid at least tongue lashing. As Mrs. “X” is rational in her behavior, we suggest her to find ways

to make apology after the hot discussion.

The moon sign of Mr. “X” is Aquarius and that of Mrs. “X” is Libra. This fall fifthninth

to each other, called Dosha. This configuration results into difference of opinion and clashes. One positive indication which favors

this is that their moon sign lords are natural friends of each other.

Bhakoot

Path to peace and prosperity



The psychological analysis of this fact is that no two human beings are identical or have same taste. A couple can enjoy the difference as the

spice of life. As the moon signs of this couple are friendly to each other, this is an indication that if both of them will make efforts for

maintaining the marital harmony, positive results may be expected.

In Mr. “X”'s horoscope 7 lord Jupiter is posited in sixth house which is the house of foes, debts,

diseases and competitive spirit. Position of 7 lord in an inauspicious house results in disharmony in marital relations.

Secondly, 7 lord is twelfth from 7 house. Twelfth house from each house is considered as the house of loss for that house. Seventh lord is

aspected by retrograde Saturn and Ketu together which enhances the troubles in the married life. There is no auspicious aspect on 7

house.

In Mrs. “X”'s horoscope, 7th lord Mars; a fiery planet is in his exaltation sign in combination with Rahu. Due to the exaltation of seventh lord,

both have high expectations from each other. Both of them have high egos which clash and result in disputes. Rahu with seventh lord makes

her a little suspicious. Her false illusions make the situations more difficult. In her seventh house Sun is posited in Aries, the exalted sign for

Sun. Sun is a fiery planet and Aries is a fiery sign. Mars- Rahu combination is aspecting her seventh house. In this way her house of marriage

is exposed to fire.

Sun and Ketu are the planets known for separation. In Mr. “X”'s horoscope Ketu is aspecting seventh lord and in Mrs. “X”'s horoscope, Sun is

present in the seventh house.

Although we are suggesting the astrological remedies for the above difficult combinations yet they need to follow the psychological

remedies also.

Mr. “X”'s horoscope reflects about his developed intellect which wants an unlimited exposure within a short time .If his counterpart doesn't

comply with in the same proportions, she has to leg behind the dreams and planning sections of Mr.”X”.As you know, if you don't keep pace

with the time, upcoming dissatisfaction will grow very fast which is detrimental to harmony. Here Mrs. “X” has to acquire more techniques

to pacify the situation .Mr. “X” himself will have to involve his counterpart in most of his life activities.

Placement of Jupiter suggests that personal matter should never be discussed on public places. You should also decide about the theme

discussion, if required after the working hours and no other patty thought or unwanted idea super cedes the theme idea already in

discussion.

Mrs. “X”'s horoscope has Mercury in seventh house aspected by Moon, placed in Mars constellation and Mars in fourth house in the

constellations of Sun makes the horoscope highly sensitive and susceptible to be alleged by anyone who has no direct reference even.

Horoscopes with Sun in seventh house may have false accusations on being accused the native feel herself as if electrically charged and fails

to decide what to do or what not to do. In the moments of such sudden provocations the only remedy left with ease to keep mum for some

time .After a pause you should start chanting the mantra of Lord Sun

Mr. “X”'s horoscope has a rare combination of Sun with Mercury and Venus in trine with Mars-Moon .Sun happens to be the lord of house of

harmony .In such matters either marriage is defeated or the spouse is devoid of sex encounters for various reasons .For married couple it is

suggested that the partners should come out of the orthodox limits or should acquire the skills in order to cope with the problems.

Astrology is also much helpful in this matter.
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Om Ghrinih Suryay namah.

Vastu remedies

Gem Suggestion

Analysis of your House:

Mr. “X” should wear a green emerald of 5ct. in gold, on Wednesday in right hand's little finger

Mrs. “X” should wear a white pearl of 5.25 ct in silver on any Monday, in the right hand's ring finger.

.

Your master bedroom appears to be in a place where harmony is affected adversely. For increase in harmony ,I am suggesting three options:

1. You make a suitable change so as your master bedroom comes to a place where your sofa is posited. While sleeping your head should be

in south direction and legs in a north direction.

2. You change your master bedroom to the place where your second bedroom is situated with a same sleeping position as mentioned

above.

3. You may enlarge your second bed room and compensate the stage taking out from master bedroom. If you are not in a position to sleep

with your head in south, the second option remains to sleep with your head in east and leg in western direction.

You did not mention the exact cardinal directions of the house yet it is feasible that you shift your main door slightly towards cupboard.

In case, you shift your master bedroom to the place situated between sofa and showcase, you may shift the drawing room to some other

place in the house.

By doing the minor correction in your house, I feel you will get more harmony in the house.
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